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  Liderul nord-coreean Kim Jong-il a murit de un atac de cord în timp ce  era  într-o
călătorie cu trenul, a  raportat  mass-media de stat , ceea ce a dus la  o  preocupare
imediată privind   controlul de stat  şi programul său nuclear.

  

  

   Un crainic de televiziune  îmbrăcat  în negru, a declarat  ca Kim Jong-il   in  varsta   de 69 de
ani a murit sâmbătă de  epuizare fizică şi psihică   la locul de muncă în drumul său de a oferi
"îndrumări  in domeniu."

  

  

  

  

  

  

    Kim Jong-un, Kim Jong-il's youngest son, is seen as the leader-in-waiting after he was
appointed to senior political and military posts in 2010.

  

North Korea's official KCNA news agency said the elder Kim died at 8:30 a.m. on Saturday
(6:30 p.m. EST on Friday) after "an advanced acute myocardial infarction, complicated with a
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serious heart shock." Kim had suffered a stroke in 2008, but had appeared to have recovered
from that ailment.

  

South Korea, still technically at war with the North, placed its troops and all government workers
on emergency alert, Yonhap news agency reported. But Seoul's Defense Ministry said there
were no signs of any unusual North Korean troop movements.

  

"Up until tonight, if anybody had asked you what would be the most likely scenario under which
the North Korean regime could collapse, the answer would be the sudden death of Kim Jong-il,"
said Victor Cha, a Korea expert with the Center for Strategic and International Studies
think-tank in Washington.

  

"And so I think right now we're in that scenario and we don't know how it's going to turn out."

  

The White House said President Barack Obama had been notified of the reports of Kim's death
and it was closely monitoring and in touch with South Korea and Japan.

  

The United States was committed to stability on the Korean peninsula as well as to its allies, the
White House press secretary said.

  

Japanese Prime Minister Yoshihiko Noda told ministers at a special security meeting to prepare
for the unexpected, including on border affairs, Japan's top government spokesman said.

  

China, North Korea's only major ally, has yet to comment.

  Market players and regional powers will be on edge over what might happen next in the
isolated state, whose collapsing economy and bid to become a nuclear weapons power pose
major threats to northeast Asia.  

Asian stocks and U.S. index futures fell, with South Korean shares tumbling as much as 5
percent, and the dollar gained after the announcement. The Korean won fell 1.8 percent.
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Kim Jong-un was at the head of a long list of officials making up the funeral committee,
indicating he would lead it, and a key sign that he had taken, or been given, charge.

  

But there will be enormous questions over how much credibility the younger Kim has, since he
is only in his late 20s and has had little time to prepare for the role.

  

"Kim Jong-un is not yet the official heir, but the regime will move in the direction of Kim Jong-un
taking center stage," said Chung Young-Tae at the Korea Institute of National Unification.
"There is a big possibility that a power struggle may happen.

  

"It's likely the military will support Kim Jong-un," he added. "Right now there will be control
wielded over the people to keep them from descending into chaos in this tumultuous time."

      

  

UNCHALLENGED HEAD

  

Kim Jong-il's sister and her husband have also been promoted to important political and military
posts, creating a powerful triumvirate ready to take over the family dynasty that has ruled North
Korea since its founding after World War Two.

  

Experts say Jong-un has the intelligence and leadership skills that would make him suitable to
succeed his father. He is also reported to have a ruthless streak that analysts say he would
need to rule the country.

  

There is likely to be an enormous outpouring of emotion over Kim's death in North Korea, where
the country's propaganda machine turned him into a demi-god. His funeral will be held on
December 28.
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Kim was the unchallenged head of a communist state whose economy fell deep into poverty
during his 17 years in power as he vexed the world by developing a nuclear arms program and
missiles aimed at neighbors Japan and South Korea.

  

North Korea, which tested a nuclear device in 2006 and again in May 2009, is seen as one of
the greatest threats to regional security.

  

In 2010, the secretive North unveiled a uranium enrichment facility, giving it a second route to
make an atomic bomb along with its plutonium program.

  

Cha said communication between China, the United States and South Korea was vital.

  

"Because these are the three key players when it comes to instability in North Korea. And the
Chinese have been reluctant to have any conversations on this," he said.

  

"Now the situation really calls for it. It will be interesting to see how much the Chinese will be
willing to have some sort of discussion."

  

The North has repeatedly threatened to destroy the conservative government of South Korean
President Lee Myung-bak, who ended a decade of free-flowing aid to the North after taking
office in February 2008.

  

It also has a reputation for provocative external action in response to various internal pressures.

  

"Often in times like this, the regime will do something to demonstrate that it is still viable,
powerful, still a threat," said Dane Chamorro, a regional director at the Global Risks
consultancy.
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"It might be a missile test, some type of aggression or conflict."

  

Known at home as "the Dear Leader," Kim took over the reins of North Korea in 1994 when his
father and founder of the reclusive state, Kim Il-sung, known as the Great Leader, died.

  

Tension between the two Koreas spiked to its highest level in nearly two decades in 2010 when
50 South Koreans were killed in two separate attacks on the peninsula, but relations have
improved this year due to pressure from Beijing and Washington.
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